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Diego Ulissi closes out the
Tour of Turkey fourth in the GC
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Tour of Guangxi.
UAE Team Emirates to China
for the World Tour stage race
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his career as a pro in Istanbul
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Aggressive Dan Martin top 10
in IL LOMBARDIA

Dan Martin went on the attack and
put all of his fight towards the podium in Il Lombardia, won by Thibaut Pinot (Groupama-FDJ) ahead
of Vincenzo Nibali (Bahrain-Merida)
today in Como.
He managed it well over Colle Gallo,
Ghisallo and the steep Muro di Sormano. The Emirates’s Irish cyclist
tried several times on the Civiglio
and Monte Olimpino climbs to break the group chasing behind the two
leaders Pinot-Nibali. His fight, however, did not allow for a podium spot.
Martin, instead, crossed the line

lakeside in Como with seven other
riders and closed the Italian Monument ninth.
“From the start of the race, I felt
great and on the Ghisallo and Muro
di Sormano, I continued having that
feeling,” Martin (photo Bettini) said
“When we were chasing, I gave it all
just get that third podium spot. In a
race like the one today, it’s right to
aim as high as possible, so I risked
all I could – all or nothing.
I’m pleased all the same with my
great condition, and it was a nice
way to end the season“.

Diego Ulissi closes out the
Tour of Turkey fourth in the GC

Diego Ulissi took eighth place in the
sixth and last stage, which covered 164-km from Bursa to Istanbul.
However, he unfortunately slips to
fourth place in the general classification for the race which he won in
2017.
“As luck would have it, this edition
of the Tour of Turkey was defined by
the fast tyres, and even though I am
not a sprinter, in any case I tried to
give it everything I had in order to
repeat last year’s success,” saysDiego Ulissi. “Sadly, in the only fraction
with a climbing arrival, the head wind
didn’t allow for the selection nee-

ded to capture valuable seconds in
the rankings. The rest of the stages
were determined by placements and
bonus points, and faster riders than
me had the advantage. It’s too bad.
Anyway, I am satisfied with the race
we rode as UAE Team Emirates.”
Sam Bennet (Bora Hansgrohe) won
the final stage with the moves of a
true finisseur, beating Eduard Prades
(Euskadi-Murias) who, thanks to bonus points, jumped to the head of the
final general classification in front of
the previous leader, Alexey Lutsenko
(Astana). Nathan Hass (Team Katusha) closed out the final podium.

Last event for 2018: Tour of Guangxi.
UAE Team Emirates
to China for the World Tour stage race
UAE Team Emirates’ 2018 competitive schedule will conclude with the Gree-Tour of
Guangxi, a World Tour race in Southern China from October 16 to 21.
Sports Directors Philippe Mauduit (France) and Bruno Vicino (Italy) will guide the following riders as they take on the six stages in this Asian competition:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Fabio Aru (Italy)
Matteo Bono (Italy)
Yousif Mirza (UAE)
Jan Polanc (Slovenia)
Aleksandr Riabushenko (Belarus)
Ben Swift (United Kingdom)
Oliviero Troia (Italy)

“This is the first time in my career that I
will be racing in China; I am very curious
to try this new experience and discover a new country,” emphasized Fabio
Aru. “Like the last races I’ve competed
in, I won’t be under a lot of pressure to
achieve results in China; however I really
want to do my best in this competition,
in a new frontier of world cycling.
I’m going to give my all to the team. We
are going to try to light up the race and
show off our jersey.”

Tour of Turkey:
Niemiec closing
his career
as a pro in Istanbul
It is the end of the line for Przemysław
Niemiec. The 38-year-old Polish climber will retire following the the Presidential Tour of Turkey in Istanbul along
the same streets he won his last career victory two years ago.
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